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Summary

Longitudinal research has grown in popularity in the field of management and organiza-

tions. However, the literature has neglected to consider the important ways in which

researchers' temporal decisions can influence observed change in longitudinal studies.

Researchers must make a set of temporal decisions to capture change, such as the tem-

poral precision of the hypothesized form of change, the selection of a sample that is

expected to exhibit the change, the choice of variables to be measured repeatedly, the

frequency of measurements, and the time interval between measurements. However,

these decisions typically are based on “educated guesses,” which makes their effects

on the observed change unclear. In this paper, we develop a conceptual framework to

explain how temporal decisions influence observed change and validate it by meta-

analyzing longitudinal studies (k = 268). Specifically, we found that observed change is

affected by hypotheses (i.e., temporal precision), the sample (i.e., presence of a change

trigger), variables (i.e., variable type and rating source), and measurement occasions

(i.e., frequency and time interval). These findings offer insights into the importance of

making informed temporal decisions. The implications of our findings are broad and

applicable across research streams and theoretical traditions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Time serves as a frame of reference that enables people to see and

explain changes (Epstein, 1979; McGrath, 1988; Shipp & Fried, 2014).

In longitudinal studies, time is not a substantive construct itself but

rather a temporal marker of other substantive constructs at different

measurement points. The repeated measurements of a construct col-

lected from the same respondents over time form the basis of longitu-

dinal research, which allows researchers to observe the process of

change.

All longitudinal studies, regardless of their research questions and

analytical approaches, can be reduced to a relationship between time

and change. Each longitudinally studied variable that is measured

t times can be mathematically represented by a total of [t � (t � 1)]/2

difference scores (i.e., Cohen's d), which captures the observed

change in the variable between any two given time points. This rela-

tionship can also be represented graphically, with t measurement

points on the X-axis separated by t � 1 time intervals. The level of the

variable at each point in time corresponds to these t time points on

the Y-axis. Drawing these points together yields an observed change
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trajectory that reflects how the variable changes over time. However,

the shape of this change trajectory could be influenced by time-

related variables on the X-axis, such as the frequency of repeated

measures or the time intervals among the measurement points. In

fact, it has been argued that poor temporal designs can lead to inaccu-

rate conclusions (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). For example, a mis-

match between the measured change and the true change can lead to

temporal Type I and Type II errors, analogous to the well-known Type

I and Type II errors in statistics. A temporal Type I error captures a

change that does not exist, whereas a temporal Type II error fails to

capture a change that does exist. To reduce these potential errors,

researchers must take extra care to consider time and change when

developing theories and designs for longitudinal studies. Temporal

decisions are critical to the conclusions we make in longitudinal

studies.

Interestingly, although there has been an exponential growth in the

number of longitudinal studies in the field of management and organiza-

tion (Cortina et al., 2017), this type of research has been criticized

because temporal decisions continue to be based on “intuition, chance,
convenience, or tradition” (Mitchell & James, 2001, p. 533). As Pitariu

and Ployhart (2010) observed, there is a lack of temporal precision in the

hypothesis development within longitudinal studies. Even worse, Ploy-

hart and Vandenberg (2010) noted that justifications for, or even descrip-

tions of, temporal designs are often left out of longitudinal studies.

Despite repeated calls for investigation, the challenge of temporal deci-

sions in longitudinal research studies persists (Taris & Kompier, 2014).

We contend that the field of management needs a base of cumula-

tive knowledge about theoretical and methodological choices covering

time and change in longitudinal studies. Of course, given that each pri-

mary study comes from its own domain, the research design should be

appropriate to the chosen research stream (e.g., leadership or teams) and

theoretical perspective (e.g., attribution theory or social exchange the-

ory). However, as we will demonstrate, research streams and theoretical

perspectives are not enough to guide temporal decisions. The conven-

tional wisdom in our field is that research design should be based on

“theory” and “context,” but theory and context often do not specify

how temporal decisions should be made. Therefore, to gain a deeper

understanding of the temporal aspect, we need a conceptual framework

that explicitly addresses the theoretical development and methodological

choices around time. The acquisition of this knowledge; however, is likely

beyond the scope of a single field study, because each study only makes

one set of temporal decisions and uncovers one set of observed change

trajectories. Thus, meta-analysis becomes advantageous for examining

the consequences of temporal decisions across the landscape of primary

studies (Rosenthal & DiMatteo, 2001).

In this paper, we meta-analyze how temporal decisions influence

observed change (e.g., Cohen's d of the change between two time

points), using specific temporal decisions made by each primary study to

predict the magnitude of the effect size (Borenstein et al., 2009). For

example, if time intervals are long in some studies but short in others, a

meta-analysis can show how the effect size of observed change differs

based on this choice of time interval. By doing so, meta-analysis can cre-

ate knowledge across studies that will help researchers make more

informed temporal decisions in future longitudinal studies.

In our conceptual framework, we highlight important theoretical

and methodological decisions about time in hypotheses, samples, vari-

ables, and measurement occasions. Our meta-analytic results reveal

relationships between each of these categories of temporal decisions

and the observed amount of change across time. By creating a set of

theoretically driven and evidence-based principles, we contribute to

longitudinal research in two important ways. First, our

conceptual framework offers theoretical recommendations for devel-

oping research hypotheses with temporal precision. Second, it offers

specific methodological recommendations on samples, variables, and

measurement occasions to make more informed design decisions in

future research that test the relationship of interest appropriately.

2 | A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF
TEMPORAL DECISIONS AND OBSERVED
CHANGE

As shown in Figure 1, we build on prior conceptual work (Ployhart &

Vandenberg, 2010; Zapf et al., 1996) to identify four categories related

to temporal theory development and research design: hypotheses, sam-

ples, variables, and measurement occasions. These four categories form

the basis of our framework for how temporal decisions influence

observed change. Specifically, when designing a longitudinal study,

researchers must develop hypotheses that precisely theorize the change

over time, find an appropriate sample to capture the proposed change,

choose variables of theoretical interest that are expected to change, and

map measurement occasions onto a time scale to best measure the

intended variables. Although not completely exhaustive, this framework

covers the most important temporal decisions that can be found in longi-

tudinal studies and quantified in a meta-analysis.

This framework should inform important temporal decisions for

longitudinal researchers, including how the amount of change

detected might be influenced by (1) the temporal precision in hypoth-

esis development (e.g., the degree to which a change-related hypothe-

sis has specified its timing, duration, and shape); (2) the selection of a

sample with a change trigger (e.g., sampling near an organizational

change versus a convenience sample without reason to change);

(3) the choice of variable type (e.g., performance or attitude) and rat-

ing source (e.g., objective measures or subjective ratings); as well as

(4) the frequency of measurement within the study duration and the

length of the time interval between measurement occasions. In

the sections that follow, we review each of these decisions, develop-

ing a set of hypotheses that predict how such temporal decisions

influence observed change. As a meta-analysis, our goal is to inform

broad research questions and provide general guidelines that apply

across studies rather than granular decisions unique to a primary

study. We will return to this point in the discussion section.

2.1 | Hypotheses

The first temporal decision for longitudinal research is to theorize the

expected form of change with some degree of temporal precision,
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defined as the amount of information provided about the temporal

aspect of the change-related hypotheses. The biggest strength of the

longitudinal design is that it can demonstrate the temporality of

the relationship (Voelkle & Oud, 2015). As such, specificity around

time is critical in the hypothesis development of longitudinal studies

(Mitchell & James, 2001). Pitariu and Ployhart (2010) provide a frame-

work to evaluate the temporal precision of change-related hypothe-

ses. They propose a continuum of strong to weak hypotheses with

three criteria: timing,1 duration, and shape. Timing denotes when a

change occurs or when a relationship exists within the flow of time.

Duration specifies how long a relationship is expected to last. Shape

involves describing the functional form of the relationship over the

course of investigation.

Although longitudinal designs have been increasingly employed,

many of the primary studies simply state in their hypotheses that one

variable is positively or negatively related to another. Pitariu and

Ployhart (2010) argue that these hypotheses lack temporal precision,

indicating that theoretical arguments leading to the hypotheses did

not fully explore the temporal aspect of the relationship. Some of the

hypotheses specify the timing of the relationship, such as “over time,”
“over the weekend,” or “after an event” (e.g., Fritz et al., 2010; Kiburz
et al., 2017). While the level of temporal precision is still low, it repre-

sents at least some improvement compared to hypotheses that do not

specify timing, duration, and shape at all. In contrast, other studies

have a moderate level of temporal precision because they theorize

that the change of one variable triggers the change of another variable

over time, aiming to understand why the change occurs and how it

manifests itself over time (e.g., Toker & Biron, 2012). Finally, hypothe-

ses with a high level of temporal precision cover timing, duration, and

shape (Mitchell & James, 2001; Pitariu & Ployhart, 2010). An example

is from Lorinkova and Bartol (2021), which hypothesizes that “Shared
leadership will change over time following a curvilinear pattern,

increasing during Phase 1 of project team development, peaking

around the mid-point, and decreasing during Phase 2. This curvilinear

pattern, approximating an inverted U-shape, will relate positively to

team performance.” A high level of temporal precision indicates that

researchers have thoroughly theorized the temporal nature of the

change to develop for why, how, and when a variable should change

over time.

We argue that developing theories with greater temporal preci-

sion requires researchers to understand such temporal issues more

deeply in their theoretical arguments (Mitchell & James, 2001). A

higher level of temporal precision in one's hypotheses should then

lead to more informed and appropriate decisions about temporal

design, allowing researchers to capture more of the change they seek

in their analyses. We thus hypothesize that in longitudinal studies

focused on capturing change, a higher level of temporal precision in

the research hypotheses should lead to a greater amount of observed

change.

Hypothesis 1. Observed change is greater in longitudi-

nal studies that offer hypotheses that are stronger in

temporal precision.

F IGURE 1 The conceptual
framework of temporal decisions and
observed change.

1Pitariu and Ployhart (2010) refer to this concept as “time”; however, we use the term

“timing” to more specifically reflect their concept, particularly how its distinction from the

more general term “time” that is typically used quite broadly.
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2.2 | Samples

Having specified the form of change, it is important to choose an

appropriate sample to capture this theorized form. The conventional

wisdom is that, whenever possible, researchers should choose a sam-

ple that is expected to exhibit the theorized form of change. A con-

venience sample that lacks relevance to questions of interest is

clearly not advisable, and researchers should at least provide evi-

dence for why the chosen sample is appropriate to test the change-

related hypotheses (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). In most cases,

this means specifying some sort of event to provide a theoretical

rationale for why change is expected in a particular study. However,

despite being integral to detecting observed change in a focal con-

struct, such triggers for change have not received sufficient scholarly

attention. Convenience sampling remains common and many

longitudinal studies even skip discussions of why change should be

expected in a particular sample (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010;

Rousseau & Fried, 2001).

We conceptualize that an important construct underlying this

decision is the change trigger, defined as an event that takes place

among research participants or in the research site that can potentially

cause changes in the substantive construct of interest. For instance,

to test a theory of retirees' adjustment processes, Wang (2007) sam-

pled senior employees near retirement (i.e., the change trigger), track-

ing them before, during, and after leaving the workforce. Given that

retirement is a meaningful event that triggers a change, any study

that surveyed a randomly chosen group of people (e.g., those earlier

in their careers) obviously would be less likely to uncover different

patterns in employees' adaptation processes. Beyond this example,

many other types of change triggers exist in management research,

such as changing jobs (van der Werff & Buckley, 2017), transitioning

to self-directed teams (Douglas & Gardner, 2004), or attending a train-

ing session (Strauss & Parker, 2018).

We propose that using samples with an explicit change trigger is

critical to understanding a hypothesized change because it specifies a

contextual driver of change at a point in time. In contrast, when

there is no event to instigate a change, it is difficult to justify a

hypothesized change form. According to inertial effects (Hannan &

Freeman, 1984), when there is no strong reason for people to

change, they tend to remain unchanged or do nothing. Research on

resistance to change also documents people's tendency to maintain

the status quo out of perceptions of threat, fear of uncertainty, or

difficulty adapting (Oreg, 2003). As a result, organizational samples

that do not specify a change trigger, such as convenience samples,

may inadvertently capture stability for some individuals but change

for others, reducing the overall amount of change detected over time

(if any change is detected at all). Therefore, we contend that the

observed amount of change in a longitudinal study should be greater

if the study specifies an explicit change trigger, which initiates some

form of change.

Hypothesis 2. Observed change is greater in studies

with a specified change trigger.

2.3 | Variables

The next temporal decision for longitudinal research relates to the

choice of variables one expects to change. For an empirical study,

the choice of the variable(s) of interest is typically driven by a specific

theory within the context of its own research area. In our framework,

we view these variables from a perspective of how they are conceptu-

alized temporally. By their very nature, some variables are more likely

to change than others; however, we are not aware of any theoretical

or empirical research that tests this idea across different variable

types. As an initial investigation, we identify two theoretical concepts

related to the choice of a variable: variable type—the nature of the var-

iable, such as attitude or behavior; and rating source—the party who

provides the rating of the variable, such as the self or a supervisor.

It is important to note that, for the purposes of our theorizing

below, we refer to theory and findings from various levels

(e.g., individual, team, and organization). However, given that we

employ meta-analytic methods and are interested in reporting trends

across the literature, we are unable to examine more fine-grained pat-

terns (e.g., oscillating patterns) or make conclusions about units at a

lower level than the aggregated data we obtained from our study

(e.g., individuals); thus, our hypotheses are framed around the level

we examine in the meta-analysis, which we extracted from study-

level data.

2.3.1 | Variable type

It makes intuitive sense that certain variable types are more likely to

change than others, but almost no studies have directly compared how

the magnitude of change differs across variable types. Common variable

types in the field of management research include personal attributes

(e.g., personality or cognitive abilities), performance (e.g., task perfor-

mance or extra-role performance), non-performance behaviors (e.g., job

search behaviors or coping behaviors), attitudes (e.g., job satisfaction or

organizational commitment), and emotions (e.g., positive and negative

affect; for a similar categorization of variable types, see Bosco

et al., 2015 and O'Boyle et al., 2019). Among these variable types, per-

sonal attributes are presumed to be governed by temperament or

genetic factors, making them less likely to change. For example, Judge

et al. (1999) found that personality is so stable that it can be used to

predict career success across one's life span. Similarly, Roberts, Walton,

and Viechtbauer's (2006) meta-analysis also investigated personality

across the life course, finding that although change can occur, personal-

ity shows substantial stability over time. Based on these findings, we

conclude that personal attributes likely exhibit a relatively high degree

of temporal consistency (Costa & Mccrae, 1999).

By comparison to the relative stability of personal attributes,

other variable types such as performance, non-performance behav-

iors, attitudes, and emotions should be more susceptible to change.

However, it is not yet clear how change over time may differ among

these variable types. Each has its own well-established stream of

research, making it challenging to draw definitive conclusions. Yet,

4 ZHAO ET AL.
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based on theories and the findings of prior empirical work, we develop

a set of predictions about the magnitude of change across variable

types.

First, we propose that performance should exhibit less change

than non-performance behaviors. This is because task performance is

subject to many constraints including motivation, ability, effort, job

demands, and even luck (Anderson & Butzin, 1974; Liao &

Chuang, 2004; Lim & Tai, 2014), some of which are beyond an individ-

ual's control. To this point, Farrell and McDaniel (2001) and Ployhart

and Hakel (1998) both showed that performance trends follow a

learning curve; after passing a certain point in time, one's task perfor-

mance tends to stabilize. In contrast, although non-performance

behaviors also can be constrained (e.g., finding the right time to help a

colleague), they should have fewer constraints than performance. That

is, although individuals do not necessarily have full control about the

level of productivity, they have more control about whether or not

they want to help others. Further, such non-performance behaviors

are less often evaluated against a specific, well-established standard,

making them more likely to vary compared to task performance. For

this reason, we predict that performance may exhibit less observed

change than non-performance behaviors, because non-performance

behaviors continue to fluctuate as situations unfold.

In addition, moving along the spectrum of variable types, we

argue that non-performance behaviors exhibit less change than atti-

tudes. Whereas non-performance behaviors are constrained by the

situational factors in the specific behavioral context (e.g., the target,

history, or norms of helping in a particular workgroup), attitudes are

not as situationally constrained. They may fluctuate more rapidly as

evaluative thoughts and judgments ebb and flow (Ajzen &

Fishbein, 1977; Ehrlich, 1969). Thus, we expect that attitudes will

change more frequently than non-performance behaviors.

Further, we reason that compared to attitudes, emotions change

even faster. This is because emotion by definition is a discrete and

short-lived phenomenon (Elfenbein, 2007). In other words, it is an

involuntary, real-time affective reaction that has very few constraints.

For example, whereas attitudes such as organizational commitment

and job satisfaction are evaluative beliefs that take more time to form

and evolve, the emotional response to disappointing news at work

may change within a few seconds or minutes (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993).

Thus, based on the existing research evidence, we expect emotions to

fluctuate even more rapidly than attitudes, making them the variable

type most likely to exhibit observed change.

In sum, we hypothesize that observed change in longitudinal

studies will be lowest for variables that measure personal attributes,

followed by performance, then non-performance behaviors, then atti-

tudes, and finally emotions, which should exhibit the most amount of

change.

Hypothesis 3. Observed change varies across variable

types, with an ascending amount of change expected

for variables that measure personal attributes (least

change), performance, non-performance behavior, atti-

tudes, and emotions (most change).

2.3.2 | Rating source

The other important aspect to understanding a variable from a tempo-

ral perspective is its rating source. Prior research demonstrates that

variance attributable to different rating sources is not simply measure-

ment error but instead offers divergent yet meaningful perspectives

about the subject being rated (Hoffman et al., 2010; Lance

et al., 1992; Woehr et al., 2005).

One important distinction with respect to rating source is the

difference between subjective ratings and objective measures of

variables. Subjective ratings are those reported by oneself or others

(e.g., supervisor, peer, or subordinate), whereas objective measures

are impartial reports of indices or metrics typically retrieved from

archival data. In the case of job performance ratings, Bommer et al.

(1995) noted that objective and subjective measures cannot be

used interchangeably because they correlate only at 0.32. Based on

meta-analytic findings, Sturman et al. (2005) echoed this finding

and further showed that subjective measures of performance chan-

ged less than objective measures. Given that subjective measures

had higher correlations over time than did objective measures, this

finding could indicate that subjective rating sources exhibit more

stable response biases (e.g., halo or horn effects) compared to

objective measures that may fluctuate more over time. Thus, con-

sistent with prior research, we make an overall prediction that

objective ratings should exhibit more change than subjective

ratings.

In addition, we make further predictions about the degree of

change within the different types of subjective ratings. We build our

theoretical predictions on the degree to which a rating source of a

variable makes stable inferences about the rated subject. First, it has

been documented by psychometrics research that self-ratings have

the fewest halo errors (Holzbach, 1978). This means that when raters

rate themself, they do not rely on a preconceived global, overall judg-

ment so that the rating fluctuates more across different dimensions

and across different time points. However, halo errors are more sub-

stantial in all other variable rating sources (i.e., supervisor ratings, peer

ratings, and subordinate ratings). As a result, we hypothesize that

self-rated variables should exhibit more change than other subjective

rating sources. Second, Viswesvaran, Schmidt, and Ones's (2005)

meta-analysis found that supervisor ratings are less likely to show sta-

ble inferences about the rated subject than rating sources from other

individuals such as subordinates and peers. This is perhaps because

the supervisory role is evaluative in nature and has more formal and

informal opportunities to evaluate the rated subject's variability over

time. We thus hypothesize that supervisor rating should exhibit more

change than subordinate and peer ratings. Third, although no empiri-

cal evidence compares peer and subordinate ratings, we speculate

that peer ratings should exhibit more change. This is because peer

ratings are positively correlated with supervisor ratings, which are

generally subject to more change over time, whereas subordinate

ratings are quite different from supervisor ratings (Harris &

Schaubroeck, 1988; Mount et al., 1998). This could be because subor-

dinates do not have as many opportunities to observe the ratee
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performance as compared to peers or supervisors. Using this logic,

subordinate ratings are expected to exhibit the least amount of

observed change.

Based on the aforementioned logic, we predict that change will

be lower for subjectively measured variables than objectively mea-

sured variables, with the least change detected from ratings received

from subordinates, followed by increasing degrees of change reported

by peer ratings, supervisor ratings, and self-rating. Then, in contrast to

these subjective ratings, objective ratings should demonstrate the

most change. Thus, we predict:

Hypothesis 4. Observed change varies across rating

sources, following the ascending amount of change

expected from subordinate rating (least change), peer

rating, supervisor rating, self-rating, and objective mea-

sures (most change).

2.4 | Measurement occasions

Having chosen the hypotheses, sample, and variables, the final tempo-

ral decision faced by longitudinal researchers is the measurement

occasion. From a lens of temporality, this decision involves mapping

repeated measures of the same variable to a time scale. Researchers

must decide how long the overall study will be, including frequency—

how many measurements will be collected during the study, and time

interval—how much time must transpire between two repeated

measurements.

2.4.1 | Frequency

Two factors define the frequency of measurement occasions: (1) the

total number of measurements across a study and (2) the total dura-

tion of the study. As such, frequency is a study-level variable. In

designing a longitudinal study, researchers must determine the num-

ber of measurements over an appropriate span of time to model the

hypothesized form of change. Ideally, researchers should measure as

frequently as possible to reduce the likelihood of missing the “true”
change. The true change form is typically unknown, but frequent mea-

surement can allow the researchers to obtain a more accurate depic-

tion of the phenomena they are studying. However, researchers often

must make compromises (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). For example,

there may be practical constraints such as a research site that does

not allow researchers to measure as frequently as they desire, or the

researcher might not have enough resources (e.g., time, money, or

staff) to support more frequent data collection. More critically,

researchers may intentionally limit frequency because they believe

frequent measurement might alter a study's conclusions. For instance,

an abundance of measurement waves could increase participant

fatigue and reduce data quality. Further, participant attrition over

multiple waves could reduce the power of the study, and if the attri-

tion is not random, the study's conclusions might be biased (Lance

et al., 2000).

Because of these constraints, we propose that not all studies

measure change as frequently as possible. Yet, we predict that

studies with higher frequency are less likely to miss important changes

during the study period, enabling researchers to capture a larger mag-

nitude of change over time (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). In other

words, if a study has a higher frequency, it is more likely to capture

the maximum and the minimum of the true change form, thus captur-

ing a bigger magnitude of change. We therefore hypothesize:

Hypothesis 5. The relationship between observed

change and frequency is positive.

2.4.2 | Time interval

Time interval refers to the length of the time between two repeated

measurement occasions of the construct of interest. In contrast to fre-

quency, which is at the study level, time interval is captured at the

effect size level because a single study could have varying time inter-

vals among measurement occasions. To explain time intervals, Zaheer

et al. (1999) identified several types of time scales, with the two most

relevant being the existence interval and the recording interval. The

existence interval is the period in which the true change manifests

itself over time. The recording interval refers to decisions made by

researchers about how to measure this period of change, based on

their understanding of the existence interval. In a typical longitudinal

study, researchers do not know the existence interval before the data

collection and therefore do not know if the recording interval is con-

sistent with the existence interval.

Our concept of time interval is conceptually analogous with the

recording interval as discussed in Zaheer et al. (1999). Thus, time

interval serves as a window of observation to the actual, unknown

change phenomenon. The change trajectory observed largely depends

on how narrow or wide the time interval is for a given effect. When

the time interval is too large, the effect of the variable of interest

could wear off, or other variables could enter and confound the rela-

tionship. In contrast, when the time interval is too short, the captured

change may not represent a complete picture of the true change

(Mitchell & James, 2001). We hypothesize that the relationship

between time interval and observed change is likely curvilinear

(i.e., inverted U-shape), such that some point exists at which the high-

est level of change can be captured. This is in contrast to the time

interval being too long or too short, which would make the observed

amount of change smaller. Thus, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 6. The relationship between observed

change and time interval follows an inverted U-shaped,

curvilinear pattern.
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3 | METHOD

3.1 | Literature search, inclusion criteria, and data
structure

Given our broad research scope, we limited our search to eight highly

ranked journals, including (alphabetically) Academy of Management

Journal, Administrative Science Quarterly, Journal of Applied Psychology,

Journal of Management, Journal of Organizational Behavior, Organiza-

tional Behavior and Human Decision Processes, Organization Science,

and Personnel Psychology. This is a commonly used journal list in large-

scale meta-analyses (Aguinis et al., 2011; Gonzalez-Mulé &

Aguinis, 2018; Judge et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2016) and is a particularly

appropriate sampling list for our study as these journals publish high-

quality exemplars of longitudinal research designs with a selective

peer review process. We searched for article abstracts that contained

the keywords “longitudinal” or “repeated measures” published any

time through 2022 (including online first articles). Of the 7380 articles

published in these eight journals, 1967 of them contained the search

terms we used.

To be included in our sample, articles had to meet several criteria.

First, they had to report true longitudinal research that measured the

same variable over at least three time points, each separated by an

interval of time (Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010). This criterion

excluded time-lagged studies (i.e., studies that measure one variable

at one point in time and a different variable at another) and studies

that only measure a variable twice, as well as qualitative studies,

meta-analyses, and theoretical papers. Second, as we are primarily

interested in work settings, we excluded samples that focused on bio-

logical change (e.g., observed change in pulse or hormone levels).

Third, we only retained studies that provided means, standard devia-

tions, or other statistics (e.g., correlation coefficient r, univariate t,

Cohen's d) that could be used to estimate the observed change for

the longitudinally measured variable at all time points. Most experi-

ence sampling method (ESM) studies were excluded under this crite-

rion (interested readers can refer to McCormick et al., 2020 for a

review of ESM research). Despite the fact that ESM is a longitudinal

design with intensive repeated measures, the descriptive statistics for

each time point are often not separately reported in the majority of

ESM studies. Specifically, we excluded 45 (88%) ESM studies in our

screening effort as they reported statistics at the variable level rather

than at the time level, as is customary in ESM research (see Dimotakis

et al., 2011, for an example). We were unable to estimate the effect

size for these studies for the purposes of our meta-analysis. There

are, however, a few ESM study exceptions that reported descriptive

statistics for different time points and were therefore included in our

meta-analysis, including Barclay and Kiefer (2019), Eatough et al.

(2016), Frank et al. (2022), Gonzalez-Mulé and Yuan (2022), and Meier

et al. (2016).

Using these criteria, we obtained 204 articles that included

268 samples. Our data structure is nested at three levels: the study

level (k = 268), variable level (k = 873), and effect size level

(k = 4812). The study level n indicates that there were 268 different

studies obtained from the literature search. Many studies measured

more than one variable repeatedly, giving a total of 873 variables

nested within the 268 studies. Further, for each variable, there are

multiple effect sizes between all pairs of measurement occasions of

the variable. For example, if a longitudinal study has three time

points, it has three effect sizes for each variable measured longitu-

dinally (i.e., T1 to T2, T2 to T3, and T1 to T3). If a longitudinal

study has four time points, it has six effect sizes (i.e., T1 to T2, T1

to T3, T1 to T4, T2 to T3, T2 to T4, and T3 to T4). Thus, there

are 4812 effect sizes nested within the 873 variables. As an exam-

ple to illustrate the structure of our data, consider Ambrose and

Cropanzano (2003), a primary study coded in our meta-analysis

that measured four variables (procedural justice, organizational

commitment, job satisfaction, and turnover intentions) three times

with time intervals of 8 months (T1 to T2), 12 months (T2 to T3),

and 20 months (T1 to T3). For this one study (i.e., Level 3), we

coded four different variables (i.e., Level 2), each of which has three

effect sizes representing the amount of change between measure-

ment occasions (i.e., Level 1). The reference list of the coded arti-

cles and the coding sheet that follows the Meta-analysis Reporting

Standards can be found in Data S2.

3.2 | Variables used in the meta-analysis

3.2.1 | Effect size level

The observed amount of change and time interval are captured at the

effect size level. Observed change refers to the amount of change

across a pair of measurement points. Two coders independently

coded the mean and standard deviation of each variable of interest

at all possible time points. We also coded the time interval as the

months between the same pair of repeated measures corresponding

to each observed change. For example, if a study measured job per-

formance three times, with 1 month separating the first two mea-

surements (T1 and T2) and 3 months separating the next two

measurements (T2 and T3), we coded 1 month as the time interval

for the observed change between T1 and T2, 3 months for the time

interval between T2 and T3, and 4 months for the time interval

between T1 and T3. The coding of this variable is mostly straight-

forward except that a time point is sometimes unclearly described

as “a few hours” or “right after”; to be consistent, we code such

descriptions as the minimum value (i.e., 0.01 months) in our coding

sheet. As a point of reference, 369 of the effect sizes included time

intervals of 1 week or less; 476 were between 1 week and 1 month;

1478 were between one and 6 months; 564 were between

6 months and 1 year; 1164 were between 1 and 3 years; 415 were

between 3 and 5 years; and 346 effect sizes had a time interval

greater than 5 years.

ZHAO ET AL. 7
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3.2.2 | Variable level

Variable type and rating source are captured at the variable level.

For variable type, we assigned codes according to whether the

measured variable represented one of five categories: personal

attributes (k = 61; e.g., proactive personality, Li et al., 2014); per-

formance (k = 99; e.g., job performance, Day et al., 2004); non-

performance behaviors (k = 198; e.g., job search behaviors,

Kammeyer-Mueller et al., 2005); attitudes (k = 406; e.g., job satis-

faction and organizational commitment, Vandenberghe et al., 2017);

or emotions (k = 52; e.g., positive and negative affect, Fugate

et al., 2002). Variables that could not be assigned to any of these

five categories were coded as “others”; k = 57), which often repre-

sented rare categories with small k (e.g., base pay, Harris

et al., 1998; team-level organizational tenure, Kuypers et al., 2018).

Again, variable type was coded by the two coders independently,

and the initial agreement rate was 83% and the Cohen's Kappa

value was 0.66. Further, the same coding procedure was used to

code rating source as objective data (k = 102), self-report

(k = 681), supervisor-rated (k = 29), subordinate-rated (k = 32), or

peer-rated (k = 13). When the rating source was unclear or was a

combination of multiple rating sources, we coded it as “others”
(k = 16). We achieved 96% initial agreement on this coding, and

the initial Cohen's Kappa value was 0.92. All disagreements were

resolved through discussion. In hypothesis testing, we use effect

coding for the variable type and rating source as it will “anchor”
these weights to the grand mean (Alkharusi, 2012), which avoids

the arbitrariness of specifying the reference group in dummy

coding.2

3.2.3 | Study level

Temporal precision, change trigger, and frequency are captured at the

study level. First, we coded the temporal precision of the set of

hypotheses in the study based on Pitariu and Ployhart's (2010) frame-

work that offers three criteria for evaluating the temporal precision:

timing, duration, and shape. We coded temporal precision as “0” if a

study did not have any hypotheses that specified timing, duration, or

shape. We coded a study as “1” if it specified timing and as “2” if it

specified timing and duration or timing and shape. If all three criteria

were included, the coding was “3.” If a longitudinal study did not

develop any hypotheses, it was excluded (15.67%; n = 42). We con-

ducted supplementary analyses and found that some of the primary

studies without research hypotheses exhibit a high level of temporal

precision in their theoretical arguments, while others do not, resulting

in a wide range of observed changes. We speculate that there may be

various reasons for not developing research hypotheses, and this may

not necessarily be related to the level of temporal precision. In addi-

tion, since the theoretical rationale of our prediction does not apply to

longitudinal studies that were designed to show stability (2.61%;

n = 7), we only included longitudinal studies that were designed to

observe change.3 Together, we coded 81.72% (n = 219) of the studies

in our sample for the variable of temporal precision. Based on the cod-

ing scheme, half of the studies were coded as “0” (45.15%; n = 121)

and the remainder were coded as “1” (20.90%; n = 56), “2” (10.82%;

n = 29), or “3” (4.85%; n = 13). The initial agreement rate was 87%

and disagreements were discussed and resolved. The initial Cohen's

Kappa value for this coding was 0.74.

Second, some studies were explicit about their change trigger,

such as attributing a change to newcomer socialization (McNatt &

Judge, 2004), or organizational change (Petrou et al., 2018). When a

change trigger was either explicitly described or able to be inferred

from the authors' description, we coded “1” (k = 150). For studies in

which no reasons were given to expect a change, we coded “0”
(k = 118). This is a dummy code and the referent category for the

change trigger is “no change specified.” The initial agreement rate was

91%, and the initial Cohen's Kappa value was 0.81. Disagreements

were again resolved through discussion.

Third, frequency was also coded at the study level by coding the

number of measurements in a study and then dividing by the total

duration of the study in months. The initial agreement rate was 100%,

and the Cohen's Kappa value was 1. Using the job performance exam-

ple above, given that the number of measurements is three and the

duration of the study is 4 months, frequency is calculated as 0.75

instances per month. Overall, our sample included 22 samples at

0.083 instances per month (�once per year) or fewer; 145 samples

with frequencies between 0.083 and 1 instances per month; 54 sam-

ples with frequencies between 1 and 4 instances per month

(i.e., �once per week); and 47 samples with a frequency greater than

4 instances per month.

3.3 | Meta-analytic technique

Because our data are nested, our analytic techniques must account

for potential correlated errors, which might exist because (1) multiple

measurements were taken for the same variable over time, and

(2) multiple variables were measured in the same study. Importantly,

meta-analysis is a special case of multilevel modeling, in that sample

effect sizes can be viewed as nested within the population of studies

(Erez et al., 1996; Gooty et al., 2021; Hox & Leeuw, 2003). We used

restricted maximum likelihood estimation for these analyses (Kreft &

De Leeuw, 1998). In modeling observed change, we used a random-

effects model that assumes that the true effect could vary from study

2Our results from dummy coding are consistent with those from effect coding, and the

findings are available upon request.

3The theoretical rationale of Hypothesis 1 is that a greater level of temporal precision in a

study will lead to greater observed change. Please note that this prediction assumes that

longitudinal studies are designed to detect change. However, we found that 2.61% of the

primary studies were theoretically interested in capturing variability or stability (see Li et al.,

2016, for an example). When this type of study sets out to capture longitudinal variability or

stability with a greater level of temporal precision, it should capture less observed change.

Given that these studies are not consistent with our theoretical rationale and the vast

majority of longitudinal studies in our field, we thus excluded them from the test of the

temporal precision hypothesis.
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to study, and sampling error is not the only reason for the observed

differences (Gonzalez-Mulé & Aguinis, 2018). The tests of our hypoth-

eses are based on mixed-effects models, which add fixed effects to

explain between-study variance, or heterogeneity, in the population

of studies (i.e., temporal precision in H1; change trigger in H2; variable

type in H3; rating source in H4; frequency in H5; time interval in H6).

Before conducting the analyses, we transformed the raw data

into meaningful measures of change. Using the mean and standard

deviation values of all the focal variables at different time points, we

calculated Cohen's d as the observed change between any two time

points. We followed this procedure for all the variables and all possi-

ble pairs of time points. Then, because we are only interested in the

magnitude of change, as opposed to its directionality, we took

the absolute value of Cohen's d as the functional measure of change.

This is because temporal decisions do not imply directionality but only

magnitude. For example, if a time interval is able to detect positive

changes over time, it is also able to detect negative changes over time.

In performing the subsequent analyses, we transformed Cohen's

d into a correlation coefficient r, which was then transformed into a

Fisher's Z. The transformation formula between Cohen's d and Pear-

son correlation r is

r¼ d
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2þa

p

where a is a correction factor for cases where n1 ≠ n2, a¼ n1þn2ð Þ2
n1n2

. In

the vast majority of cases in our sample of studies, n1 was equal to n2,

in which case a is simply a constant “4.” We then transformed r into

Fisher's Z with the formula below,

Fisher0sZ¼0:5� log 1þ rð Þ� log 1� rð Þð Þ

Researchers advocating the use of a multilevel approach to meta-

analyses suggest using Fisher's Z for the effect size (Erez et al., 1996;

Hox & Leeuw, 2003) as doing so helps avoid issues that can arise

when the effect size correlates with its sampling variance and relaxes

the assumption of the effect sizes being normally distributed

(Borenstein et al., 2009). We thus conducted all the analyses using

Fisher's Z and then transformed Fisher's Z back to Cohen's d, revers-

ing the formulas above to solve for r and d, respectively, to provide a

more intuitive interpretation of our findings.

As we noted earlier, our data are nested at three levels, because

any particular longitudinal study (i.e., Level 3) reports information on

various variables (i.e., Level 2), which are in turn measured on multiple

occasions; the magnitude of the difference in the variables between

measurement occasions is our outcome of interest (i.e., Level 1). Thus,

we construct three-level, variance-known models, as is required by

random-effects meta-analysis (Erez et al., 1996; Raudenbush &

Bryk, 2002; Sturman et al., 2005). We computed the Level 1 sampling

variance (σ2) of Fisher's Z as σ2¼1= Nk�3ð Þ, where Nk is the study

sample size of the kth sample or study (Hox & Leeuw, 2003;

Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). To test our hypotheses, we began by esti-

mating a random-effects-only model. The null model in Equation 1

provides an estimate of the grand mean of the effect sizes

and accounts for sampling variance at Level 1 (i.e., the effect

size level), variance at Level 2 (i.e., variable level), and variance at Level

3 (i.e., study level). It is analogous to an estimate of the overall correla-

tion, corrected for sampling error, in traditional meta-analysis.

Formally the equation is

Observed change ijk¼ π0jkþeijk ,

π0jk ¼ β00kþ r0jk , and

β00k ¼ γ000þu00k:

ð1Þ

The subscripts represent the ith effect size of the jth variable in

the kth study. According to these equations, the observed change

(Observed changeijk ) is equal to the true (or average) change (π0jk) and

between-study variance eijk
� �

. In the Level 2 (i.e., variable level) equa-

tion, the π coefficient at Level 1 for the jth variable in the kth study is

treated as an outcome predicted by the Level 2 coefficient (i.e., β00kÞ
and the Level 2 error term (i.e., r0jk ). In the Level 3 (i.e., study level)

equation, theβ coefficient at Level 2 from the kth study is treated as

an outcome predicted by the Level 3 coefficient (i.e., γ000) and the

Level 3 error term (i.e., u00k).

Following the estimation of our null model, we proceeded by esti-

mating mixed-effects models that incorporate both fixed effects and

random effects at different levels. To give one example here, we esti-

mated the following model to test whether the presence of a change

trigger affects the observed change:

Observed change ijk¼ π0jk þeijk ,

π0jk ¼ β00kþ r0jk
β00k ¼ γ000þ γ001 Change Triggerþu00k:

ð2Þ

In this model, the observed change is a function of the Level

2 intercept (β00kÞ and error term (r0jkÞ. The Level 2 intercept is, in turn,

a function of the Level 3 intercept (γ000Þ, regression coefficient associ-

ated with the change trigger (γ001), and error term (u00k). The signifi-

cance and magnitude of the coefficient associated with the change

trigger indicates how strongly the presence of a change trigger affects

the observed change of the ith effect size of the jth variable in the kth

study. Other models follow a similar rationale.

4 | RESULTS

Table 1 contains means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations

among all variables at three different levels: effect size level

(i.e., observed change and time interval), variable level (i.e., variable

type and rating source), and study level (i.e., temporal precision,

change trigger, and frequency). These statistics are all raw scores

before sampling variance weighting. Among the 4812 effect sizes, the

time interval has a mean of over 1 year (M = 16.04 months) with high

dispersion (SD = 25.73). Among the 873 variable types, most repre-

sent attitudes (46.51%) and are self-reports (78.01%). Among the

268 studies, 55.97% specified a change trigger (n = 150), 36.57% had
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at least one temporally precise hypothesis (n = 98), and on average,

the frequency of measurement was 32.18 instances per month.4

We also calculated additional descriptive analyses to summarize

the existing practices of longitudinal research. First, we found that the

average time interval to capture personal attributes [mean (m)

= 24.44 months; standard deviation (sd) = 33.60] was the longest,

where the time intervals for performance (m = 10.10; sd = 12.53),

non-performance behaviors (m = 8.07; sd = 20.37), attitudes

(m = 14.97; sd = 24.39), and emotions (m = 20.47; sd = 27.94) were

substantially shorter. Second, we found that 91.80% of personal attri-

butes, 96.55% of attitudes, and 98.08% of emotions were rated by

the self. Roughly half of the performance variables were objective

measures (46.46%), whereas 18.18% were self-reported, 24.24% were

supervisor-rated, and the rest of the variables were rated by peers

(2.02%) or subordinates (6.06%). With regard to non-performance

behaviors, the majority of these variables were reported by the self

(67.17%). In contrast, 15.15% of them were objective measures,

whereas 11.11% were rated by subordinates, 3.03% by peers, and

1.52% by supervisor.

4.1 | Hypothesis testing

We next use meta-analytic techniques to test the hypotheses. The

findings of hypothesis tests are reported in Table 2. To facilitate

the interpretation of our findings, we converted the estimates from

Table 2 (which are in the Fisher's Z metric) into the Cohen's d metric

and reported these estimates and their accompanying confidence

intervals (CIs) in Table 3. Specifically, we present the amount of

observed change based on the commonly used values of the indepen-

dent variables. That is, because researchers conducting longitudinal

studies may wish to know the amount of observed change detected

by similarly designed studies in the past, we choose to focus on com-

monly used time intervals in longitudinal research, including 1 day,

1 week, 1 month, 2 months, 6 months, 1 year, 3 years, and 5 years. In

order to test whether d scores were significantly different from each

other within each category (instead of only in relation to the referent

category), we ran a series of k models, where k is the number of sub-

categories within a category, in which we changed the referent to cor-

respond to each variable. For example, for the variable type category,

there are five main subcategories, so we ran five models with a differ-

ent subcategory serving as the referent in each model. Taken

together, these models test whether the differences between each

subcategory are significantly different from one another. These results

are reported in Table 3, with the results of statistical significance tests

denoted using superscripts. As we noted previously, we first ran a null

model, the result of which shows the weighted mean observed

change across all the effect sizes in our study is Fisher's Z=0.13

(p=0.000), equivalent to a d of 0.26 (95% CI [0.22, 0.30]). Further,

there was significant heterogeneity in the sample of studies

(T2=0.01; p=0.000) suggesting that there are variable- and study-

level factors that contribute to varying levels of change reported

across the studies in our database.

Hypothesis 1 argued that greater temporal precision across a

study's research hypotheses should lead to greater observed change.

We found that temporal precision is positively related to the observed

change in a study (γ = 0.01; p = 0.047). As reported in Table 3, a

study with hypotheses that met all three criteria (i.e., timing, duration,

and shape) demonstrated the highest level of change (d=0.28; 95%

CI [0.24, 0.32]), followed by studies with decreasing levels of precision

(i.e., for studies coded as “2” d=0.26; 95% CI [0.22, 0.30], “1”
d=0.24; 95% CI [0.20, 0.28], and “0”(d=0.22; 95% CI [0.18, 0.26]).

Thus, Hypothesis 1 is supported.

Hypothesis 2 argued that the observed change will be greater in

studies with a specified change trigger. As shown in Table 2, we found

that the presence of a change trigger is positively related to the

observed change (γ = 0.06; p = 0.000). As shown in Table 3, studies

that reported a specific change trigger had a d of 0.32 (95% CI [0.24,

0.40]), whereas those that did not had a d of 0.20 (95% CI [0.12,

0.28]). As a result, Hypothesis 2 is supported.

Hypothesis 3 argued that observed change differs across variable

types, following the ascending order of stability from personal attri-

butes (least change), performance, non-performance behaviors, atti-

tudes, to emotions (most change). The effect coding results presented

in Table 2 suggest that the changes of personal attributes (γ = �0.04;

p = 0.001) and emotion (γ = �0.04; p = 0.012) were significantly

below the grand mean, while the change of performance (γ = 0.05;

p = 0.000) was significantly above the grand mean. Consistent with

our expectation, personal attributes demonstrated the lowest level of

change (d=0.10; 95% CI [0.02, 0.18]). However, we found that per-

formance showed the highest level of change (d=0.28; 95% CI [0.20,

0.36]), followed by non-performance behaviors (d=0.16; 95% CI

[0.08, 0.24]), attitudes (d=0.16; 95% CI [0.12, 0.20]), and emotions

(d=0.10; 95% CI [0.02, 0.18]). A surprising finding is that

emotions and personal attributes had similar levels of stability over

time. We thus conducted a post hoc analysis and confirmed that the

change in performance and emotions did not significantly differ from

each other (γ=0.00; p=0.847). We speculate that this is perhaps

because emotions, due to their momentary nature, are different from

other variable types such that longer time intervals are appropriate for

other variable types but not for emotions. We thus conducted

another post hoc analysis and found that, with the exception of emo-

tions, all other variable types had greater observed change when mea-

sured with longer time intervals (such as performance, γ=0.004;

p=0.000). However, given that not all variable types followed the

order of our prediction, Hypothesis 3 only received partial support.

Hypothesis 4 argued that observed change varies across rating

sources, following the ascending order of stability from subordinate

rating (least change), peer rating, supervisory rating, self-rating, and

objective measure (most change). As shown in Table 2, the means for

supervisor- (γ = �0.06; p = 0.002) and self-rated (γ = �0.03;

p = 0.009) variables were significantly below the grand mean, while

the mean for objectively measured variables (γ = 0.07; p = 0.000)

4Please note that the mean score drops to 2.57 after removing 25 outliers, which we address

in a post hoc analysis.
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was significantly above the grand mean. To better understand this

finding, we similarly calculated Cohen's d and associated CIs for all the

rating sources. Consistent with our predictions, we found that objec-

tively rated variables have the largest change (d=0.46; 95% CI [0.38,

0.54]). However, the subjective ratings did not exactly follow the pro-

posed order. We found that the highest amount of change was found

in subordinate-rated variables (d=0.34; 95% CI [0.26, 0.42]), followed

by peer- (d=0.30; 95% CI [0.14, 0.46]), self- (d=0.26; 95% CI [0.18,

TABLE 3 Estimates of the observed
change at different levels of the study
variables.

Variable k d 95% CI

Overall change 4812 0.26 0.22, 0.30

Temporal precision

a. Hypotheses met zero of the three criteria

(timing, duration, or shape)

121 0.22 0.18, 0.26

b. Hypotheses met one of the three criteria 56 0.24 0.20, 0.28

c. Hypotheses met two of the three criteria 29 0.26 0.22, 0.30

d. Hypotheses met all three criteria 13 0.28 0.24, 0.32

Change trigger

a. No trigger b 118 0.20 0.12, 0.28

b. Trigger specified a 150 0.32 0.24, 0.40

Variable type

a. Personal attribute b c d 61 0.10 0.02, 0.18

b. Performance a e 99 0.28 0.20, 0.36

c. Non-perf. Behavior a e 198 0.16 0.08, 0.24

d. Attitude a e 406 0.16 0.12, 0.20

e. Emotion b c d 52 0.10 0.02, 0.18

Rating source

a. Subordinate b c d 32 0.34 0.26, 0.42

b. Peer a e 13 0.30 0.14, 0.46

c. Supervisor a e 29 0.20 0.08, 0.32

d. Self a e 681 0.26 0.18, 0.34

e. Objective b c d 102 0.46 0.38, 0.54

Frequency

a. Once every 5 years f g 3 0.26 0.26, 0.26

b. Once every 3 years f g 5 0.26 0.26, 0.26

c. Once a year f g 14 0.26 0.26, 0.26

d. Once every 6 months f g 66 0.26 0.26, 0.26

e. Once every 2 months f g 50 0.26 0.26, 0.26

f. Once a month f g 29 0.26 0.26, 0.26

g. Once every week a b c d e g 54 0.27 0.27, 0.27

h. Once a day a b c d e f 47 0.42 0.42, 0.42

Time interval

a. 1 day f g 350 0.19 0.19, 0.19

b. 1 week f g 19 0.19 0.19, 0.19

c. 1 month g 476 0.19 0.19, 0.19

d. 2 months g 475 0.19 0.19, 0.19

e. 6 months g 1003 0.21 0.21, 0.21

f. 1 year g 564 0.23 0.23, 0.23

g. 3 years a b 1164 0.33 0.33, 0.33

h. 5 years a b c d e 761 0.43 0.43, 0.43

Note: Superscripts in dummy codes denote the statistical significance at the .05 level of comparisons

between effect sizes within each categorical variable group and are ordered according to the variable

order (e.g., a refers to the first variable within each group, b to the second, etc.). The column k represents

the number of effect sizes for the given value or range.
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0.34]), and supervisor-rated variables (d=0.20; 95% CI [0.08, 0.32]).

As a post hoc analysis, we combined self-, supervisor-, peer- and

subordinate-ratings into one single subjective rating category

and then compared it with objective measures. By using this method,

we found that the amount of change for objectively measured vari-

ables was significantly larger than subjectively measured variables

(γ=0.09; p=0.000). However, although we found that objectively

measured variables produced more change than all other subjectively

measured variables, the differences among subjectively measured var-

iables did not exactly follow the order we predicted. Thus, Hypothe-

sis 4 only received partial support.

Hypothesis 5 argued that frequency should be positively related

to observed change. We found that our sample included some outliers

with a study duration of hours or minutes (e.g., Howe, 2019; Jiang

et al., 2019; Kapadia & Melwani, 2021; Sitzmann & Ely, 2010), which

repeatedly measured the variables of interest within the short dura-

tion and fell more than three standard deviations below the mean.

These extreme values were outliers in the frequency distribution

(i.e., more than five standard deviations away from the mean). Follow-

ing the tradition of meta-analyses, we performed an “in and out” anal-
ysis and found that the effect of frequency was not significant when

including these outliers (γ = 0.000; p = 0.455) but was significant

after removing them (γ = 0.002; p = 0.000). These outliers might

have clouded how frequency influenced observed change, and thus,

we decided to exclude them for this hypothesis test. From the table,

we can see that the general pattern is that frequent designs (e.g., daily

and weekly frequency) exhibited more observed change than infre-

quent designs (e.g., monthly and yearly frequency). We also per-

formed supplementary analyses for frequency scores that are three

standard deviations above the mean. The findings indicate that the

results remained substantively identical when omitting primary studies

that were outliers. Thus, Hypothesis 5 is supported.

Lastly, Hypothesis 6 predicted that time interval should be related

to observed change in a curvilinear, inverted-U pattern. As expected,

we found that the squared term of time interval was small in magnitude

but statistically significant (γ = �0.000; p = 0.000). We also computed

the observed amount of change at the most commonly used time inter-

vals in the primary studies (i.e., 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 2 months,

6 months, 1 year, 3 years, and 5 years). As shown in Table 3, the

observed change rises from d=0.19 (95% CI [0.19, 0.19]) at a time

interval of 1 day, up to d=0.23 (95% CI [0.23, 0.23]) at a time interval

of 1 year, and then a d=0.43 (95% CI [0.43, 0.43]) at 5 years. As a

post hoc analysis, we calculated the inflection point of the curvature

and found it to be 137.93months (i.e., �11.49 years), meaning that if

time interval was shorter than 137.93months, the trend of the rela-

tionship was upward (slope=0.002; p=0.000) but if longer than

137.93months, the trend turned downward (slope=�0.001;

p=0.003). Although we did not predict a specific time frame for the

inflection point of time interval, we do note that it is quite lengthy

compared to the majority of our studies that measured in smaller time

intervals. Given that the relationship between time interval and

observed change was shaped like an inverted-U pattern over time, we

claim support for Hypothesis 6. Furthermore, we also tested the

interaction effect between frequency and time interval and found that

it was statistically significant (γ=0.03; p=0.001). When frequency is

higher, a longer time interval allows researchers to detect a larger

amount of change. When frequency is lower, however, a shorter time

interval is more appropriate. The implication of these findings is that

researchers must plan enough measurement occasions but also plan

enough time to allow change between the measurements.

In sum, among the six hypotheses on (1) temporal precision,

(2) change trigger, (3) variable type, (4) rating source, (5) frequency,

and (6) time interval, we found full support for Hypotheses 1, 2, 5,

and 6 and marginal support for Hypotheses 3 and 4.

4.2 | Supplementary analyses

We conducted three supplementary analyses to further probe our

findings. First, we found that longitudinal researchers have adopted a

wide range of analytic techniques. Based on the frameworks devel-

oped by Dishop et al. (2020), and Voelkle and Oud (2015), we

grouped analytic techniques into two categories. The first category

(e.g., latent growth modeling and random coefficient modeling) is

where time is explicitly modeled as a variable, while the second cate-

gory (e.g., latent change score modeling and autoregression) is where

time is implied in the order of measurement instances (e.g., an inde-

pendent variable measured in the first time point relating to a depen-

dent variable measured in the second time point controlling for the

dependent variable in the first time point). We found that 20.52% of

the samples model time explicitly (coded as 1) and 79.48% of the sam-

ples model time implicitly (coded as 0). We then tested the effect of

modeling time explicitly and found that it was positively related to the

observed change (γ = 0.05; p = 0.018). As a result, analytic models

that model time explicitly exhibit greater observed change than ana-

lytic models that model time implicitly.

Second, we conducted a publication bias test using Duval and

Tweedie's (2000) trim-and-fill method, implemented in the metafor

program in R to examine whether the distribution of effect sizes is

symmetrical. We conducted these analyses before computing the

absolute values of the effect sizes so that both sides of the distribu-

tion (i.e., negative and positive change) are represented. The trim-

and-fill method allows us to examine the funnel plot of the effect sizes

(plotted against their standard errors) to determine whether our data-

base suffers from publication bias (i.e., the suppression of small

effects). The funnel plot is shown in Figure 2. It shows that our distri-

bution of effect sizes is almost perfectly symmetrical, as the method

did not impute any effect sizes on either side of the distribution.

Therefore, we concluded that it was unlikely that publication bias

meaningfully affected our study results.

Third, given the longstanding tradition in meta-analyses in the

field to correct effect sizes for unreliability, we applied psychometric

corrections to the effect sizes in our data and examined the extent to

which they differed from the uncorrected effect sizes (Hunter &

Schmidt, 1990). Because of the high alphas reported in the primary

studies, the uncorrected effect sizes were very similar to the
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corrected effect sizes. Thus, our findings seem to be accurate for typi-

cal levels of reliability found in the literature.5 However, we note that

these findings should be interpreted with caution for two reasons.

First, the method does not account for effect size dependencies

because psychometric corrections are not yet incorporated into multi-

level meta-analytic frameworks; there is a need for future research to

determine the appropriateness of doing so. Second, the method

dichotomizes the continuous moderators, such as temporal precision,

time interval, and frequency, resulting in slight differences in the

results compared to our multilevel meta-analytic framework.

5 | DISCUSSION

Time plays an important role in theory development and research

design because it allows researchers to capture change in a variable of

interest. Yet we know little about the relationship between temporal

decisions and the change a researcher observes. With a humble inten-

tion to explore this uncharted field, we used meta-analytic techniques

to examine the effects of a series of temporal decisions. Interestingly,

despite a wide search for longitudinal studies in the field, we found

that out of the total of 7380 publications in the eight journals we

searched, only 204 articles (2.76%) with 268 samples met our criteria

for true longitudinal studies (e.g., three or more repeated measures).

However, the majority of these articles were published after 2000

(168 articles constituting 82.35% of our sample), confirming the good

news that recent studies have been engaging in more longitudinal

research as compared to earlier decades (Shipp & Cole, 2015). Yet, as

our results demonstrate, the field still needs improvement in how we

handle temporal decisions. Our results clearly indicate that the

choices researchers make about longitudinal research

(i.e., hypotheses, samples, variables, and measurement occasions)

affect the observed amount of change they may find. We found that

observed change was greater when (1) a study's hypotheses had a

higher level of temporal precision; (2) a change trigger was specified;

(3) objective measures of variables were used; (4) the variable is a per-

formance variable; (5) the frequency of measurement was greater;

and (6) the time interval between measurement instances was longer.

Given that observing change is the impetus of studying phenomena

over time, these findings offer several important theoretical and meth-

odological implications for longitudinal research in our field.

5.1 | Theoretical and methodological implications

Our meta-analysis contributes to burgeoning longitudinal research by

offering informed guidance researchers can use to both deepen the

theoretical development of their hypotheses as well as to make

informed methodological decisions about temporal design. At a gen-

eral level, our meta-analytic study offers theoretical contributions by

demonstrating the critical nature of providing the theoretical rationale

behind temporal decisions. Of particular interest is the fact that, when

we screened and coded primary studies, many of the studies did not

sufficiently describe the temporal elements of their hypotheses or

research settings despite being “true longitudinal research” published

in highly ranked academic outlets. Our results indicate that beyond

simply designing a strong methodological approach to a longitudinal

study, scholars must specify the theoretical rationale for why they

expect change and the form it should take within a particular sample.

Further, when attempting to hypothesize and test longitudinal

variability, we recommend that future research should report research

predictions and findings in a common format. This format would

include reporting not only means, standard deviations, and correlation

coefficients across all time points but also the precise form of change5These findings are available upon request.

F IGURE 2 A funnel plot of effect sizes for
publication bias test.
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(i.e., temporal precision), why the sample is expected to change (e.g., a

trigger or an intervention), the types of variables being studied

(e.g., personal attributes or performance), the rating sources of the

variables (e.g., objective measures or supervisor ratings), the duration

the number of measurement instances (e.g., frequency), and the

length of the time interval(s) between measurement instances. We

also found that the majority of the longitudinal studies we coded did

not report temporal consistency of the repeated measures. Temporal

consistency, also known as test–retest reliability, is a measure of reli-

ability that assesses the consistency of scores obtained from the same

individuals at different points in time. It examines whether the same

individuals would receive similar scores on a measure when it is

administered on three or more separate measurement occasions.

Most of the longitudinal research only reported Cronbach's alpha,

which is a measure of internal consistency reliability used to assess

the reliability and consistency of a psychometric scale or test. How-

ever, we believe that future research should consider reporting tem-

poral consistency as it is highly relevant to longitudinal research and it

also allows us to examine the magnitude of the change of variables. A

standardized reporting format for all longitudinal studies would make

it easier for readers to interpret results and plan their future work by

reviewing previous authors' logic about temporal design, as well as

study conclusions compared to other published work.

Beyond these general guidelines, our study also provides more

specific research implications, which are summarized in Table 4. First,

when a longitudinal study offers a higher level of temporal precision

in the theoretical development of its hypotheses, it tends to detect a

larger amount of change. This is because better theorization of tem-

poral issues in the hypothesis development stage helps researchers

make more informed decisions in the research design stage, allowing

them to capture a greater amount of observed change (assuming they

are theoretically interested in such change). Yet only 4.85% of the

studies in our sample offered fully precise temporal hypotheses, with

45.15% offering zero precision (i.e., no temporal rationale in any of

the hypotheses). Our findings suggest that future longitudinal

researchers should increase the level of temporal precision in their

theory development by specifying the timing, duration, and shape

within their hypotheses.

Second, we found that theoretically specifying a change trigger

substantially increases the magnitude of observed change. In fact,

studies that specified a change trigger produced almost twice as much

change as those that did not. This sizeable finding suggests that tar-

geting samples in which change is theoretically expected should be a

primary goal for all longitudinal researchers. Yet, we found that

44.03% of longitudinal studies did not specify a change trigger at all.

This is consistent with Ployhart and Vandenberg's (2010) observation

that longitudinal research may rely too much on convenience samples.

Our findings indicate that, despite an increasing trend to conduct lon-

gitudinal research, this lack of theoretical and methodological corre-

spondence has continued over the last decade, and it potentially

restricts the conclusions researchers can make.

TABLE 4 Summary of findings and implications for future
research.

Temporal

decisions Key findings

Implications for future

research

Hypotheses Longitudinal studies will

capture greater

observed change if

the study has at least

one temporally

precise change-

related hypothesis.

Researchers should

explicitly theorize the

timing, duration, and

shape of the research

hypotheses. A

greater

understanding of the

theoretical

phenomena allows

researchers to make

more informed

design decisions.

Samples Studies with a change

trigger exhibit greater

observed change

(�2�) than those

without.

Researchers should

avoid convenience

samples and instead

choose a sample that

is theoretically

expected to change

(e.g., a sample with

an external event or

an intervention).

Variables Personal attributes

exhibit the lowest

magnitude of change.

As appropriate to their

research stream,

researchers should

not prioritize

personal attributes

(unless they wish to

predict stability).

Objective measures

exhibit more change

than subjective

ratings.

As appropriate to their

research stream,

researchers should

prioritize objective

measures.

Measurement

occasions

Observed change does

not differ

substantially when

the measurement

frequency is monthly

or yearly. However,

the positive effect of

frequency becomes

salient when the

measurement

frequency is daily or

weekly.

As appropriate to their

research stream,

using daily or weekly

designs allows a

researcher to capture

a greater amount of

change.

The relationship

between time interval

and change follows

an inverted-U

curvilinear pattern.

The relationship

increases until its

peak at 11.48 years.

As appropriate to their

research stream,

researchers should

use longer time

intervals. One

exception is in the

case of measuring

emotions where

shorter time intervals

capture greater

change.
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Third, we found support for our prediction that among all variable

types, personal attributes exhibited the lowest level of observed

change. However, somewhat surprisingly, emotions seem more stable

than we predicted. Similar to our findings, Houben et al.'s (2015)

meta-analysis of emotion dynamics also reported a near-zero

between-effect size variance (σ2 =0.001), suggesting a very small

amount of observed change in emotion over time.6 This possibly can

be explained that emotions often fluctuate around a stable-baseline

(i.e., homeostasis principle), which may result in relatively small

changes around the mean level over time. Another speculation is that

the time intervals used to capture emotions were too long. According

to the findings of the post hoc analysis reported earlier, emotions

interacted with time intervals such that that observed change was

larger if emotions were measured with shorter time intervals

(e.g., daily measures). Researchers seeking to capture change in emo-

tion should consider using shorter time intervals.

Fourth, regarding the rating source hypothesis, we found that

subjective ratings exhibited less change compared to objective mea-

sures. This finding is consistent with Sturman et al. (2005), although it

is important to note that their conclusion was based on job perfor-

mance only, whereas we extend this finding to all variable types.

Scholars may wish to reconsider the specific rating source when they

are interested in tracking changes over time, giving preference to

objective measures where possible. We also speculate that the smaller

magnitude of differences among subjective ratings might have been

caused by various rating biases (Landy & Farr, 1980; Murphy &

Balzer, 1986). Future research might find ways to reduce these rating

biases; we expect the observed amount of change may be higher with

such efforts.

Fifth, we found that designing a study with frequent measure-

ment allows researchers to observe more change. However, it is

important to point out that only at a very high level of frequency does

the benefit of frequent measurement become apparent. Additionally,

the significant interaction between time interval and frequency sug-

gests that longitudinal research designs should incorporate longer

time intervals and higher frequencies to accurately capture changes

over time. While this may pose a challenge for scholars who aim to

publish quickly, our findings suggest that without adequate time inter-

vals or measurements, the true effects of a phenomenon may not be

fully captured.

Finally, we found as expected that time interval had curvilinear

effects on observed change. According to our post hoc analysis,

greater change was found as the time interval continued to increase

until the point of curvature of 11.49 years. Given that most studies in

our field focus on time intervals of weeks, months, or (at most) 1 or

2 years, these findings imply that we may not design our studies with

a long enough runway to detect substantial change. Although we rec-

ommend that the time interval chosen fit the variable type

(i.e., studies of emotions should have shorter time intervals whereas

studies of other variable types should have longer time intervals), it

may be that management research as a whole would benefit from

lengthening the time in which we allow change to unfold in any given

study.

5.2 | Study limitations and directions for future
research

The conclusions of our meta-analysis are subject to a number of limi-

tations. First, meta-analysis has its own limitations because it is not

able to account for all of the granular decisions researchers might

make in designing longitudinal studies (e.g., the theoretical origin of

the primary study, the subtle differences among different types of

constructs, and the unique characteristics of the research site). As a

result, it is impossible to develop a guide of optimal time design for

future research that captures the true form of change for every situa-

tion, individual, and organization (Kozlowski, 2009; Zapf et al., 1996).

This one-size-fits-all formula may not even exist because the true

form of change is unknown to researchers both before and after the

data collection and analysis. That said, part of the value of meta-

analysis is an ability to summarize the literature at a general level and

inform future research investigations across studies (Borenstein

et al., 2009; Cooper et al., 2009), which was the aim of this article.

Whereas more specific research questions are more appropriate for a

primary study, we see value in both lines of research: using meta-

analysis to inform broader research questions and provide general

guidance to longitudinal researchers, then using primary studies to

investigate the ramifications of more granular decisions.

The second limitation is that we made conclusions across studies

with different theoretical traditions and widely different measurement

customs. Due to the diversity of research streams represented within

each category, we are not able to test different effects within specific

research streams in our meta-analysis because of the small k across

specific literatures. Therefore, it is challenging to make conclusions

that specifically apply to each different research program. We believe

it may be promising to conduct future meta-analyses that are

program-specific, looking into longitudinal studies within a particular

research stream. For example, we speculate that research on new-

comers may have its own unique change relationships, which could

differ from research on organizational change.

Third, similar to all meta-analyses, our conclusions are highly

dependent on the set of primary studies included. Although we have

made best efforts to code a representative and unbiased sample of

primary studies, as longitudinal research continues to grow in popular-

ity with studies of longer duration and/or higher frequency, it is plau-

sible that our conclusions may change over time. We recommend

future meta-analyses update our findings every decade or so, perhaps

with a different sampling strategy (e.g., more journals), to determine

how these conclusions may change.

Fourth, we acknowledge that how to theorize time and design

studies that appropriately capture change are two of the biggest and

most important challenges in longitudinal research. Although our

meta-analysis made important progress by addressing how temporal

6The primary studies included in this meta-analysis only represented a subsample of emotion

studies that measured both psychological well-being and emotions.
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choices produce different results, our study was unable to address all

unanswered questions. Therefore, in addition to meta-analysis, future

research may consider other methods such as qualitative review, alge-

braic proof, and Monte Carlo Simulation (Cole & Maxwell, 2009;

Dormann & Griffin, 2015; Ployhart & Vandenberg, 2010) to further

explore ways to resolve this challenge. It also might be promising to

use more inductive or abductive approaches to study change phe-

nomena in and across organizations.

Finally, we have made best efforts to code a representative and

unbiased sample of primary studies. However, some of the studies

were valuable but failed to meet our inclusion criteria and thus were

excluded. For example, ESM studies have a high number of measure-

ments and they allow researchers to detect more complex patterns.

We encourage future research to meta-analyze the rates of change in

ESM studies specifically.

6 | CONCLUSION

Theorizing and designing a longitudinal study to detect change is chal-

lenging, and it is helpful to understand how the prior longitudinal

research informs the future longitudinal research. In this meta-

analysis, we examined how temporal issues related to the hypotheses,

samples, variables, and measurement occasions influence the

observed change. Our findings indicate that these decisions affect

the magnitude of change reported by primary studies, underscoring

the importance of making informed temporal decisions in future longi-

tudinal research.
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